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1

Executive summary

HeavyRoute will study, develop and implement systems for pre-trip route determination and
on-trip route guidance and driver support and warning, using specific information and criteria
that are relevant for heavy goods vehicles. These two applications will be demonstrated,
tested and validated in a dedicated test site in Sweden and a very small an limited test environment of the Bremen area in Germany. In addition the project will study the monitoring and
management of the impact of heavy goods vehicles on critical infrastructure, especially
bridges. This study will take place in France. The route determination, route guidance and
driver support functions make use standard map data for navigation applications (geometry
and road attributes), semi-standard road attributes related to heavy goods transport (truck
data), and additional non-standard attributes that are determined as outcomes of specialised
models (HeavyRoute model outcome).
Within this document the outcome of the work in WP3 “route guidance and driver support” in
terms of a first version of the design and specification of the three main applications
-

Pre-trip (static) route planning (and navigation)

-

Navigation and on-trip route guidance

-

Bridge management

is given which forms the basis for the further specification and implementation work to be
done in WP3.
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2

Introduction

2.1

Aims of WP3 Route Guidance and Driving Support

The aims of WP3 Route Guidance and Driving Support are according to the Descriptions of
work as follows:
-

To design and develop map integration processes targeting at the provision of static
and dynamic HGV data

-

To design and develop intelligent route guidance applications for HGVs based on WP2
database contents and effect models

-

To design and develop driving support applications for HGVs based on infrastructure
data of the WP2 database

-

To design and develop algorithms to reduce the impact of HGVs on bridges

-

To guide and navigate HGVs in order to reduce environmental effects, to reduce energy consumption, to increase safety and to decrease infrastructure cost

-

To provide solutions to guide and navigate HGVs in Europe in order to reduce environmental effects, to reduce energy consumption, to increase safety and to decrease
infrastructure costs

-

To support optimal use of critical infrastructure sections (tunnels, bridges, environmental zones, etc.) directly and by designing interfaces to applications developed in
other projects (e.g. the vehicle to infrastructure communication solutions of CVIS or
applications of the SAVETUNNEL project).

2.2

Single tasks in WP3

WP3 comprises 4 different working fields:
-

-

Task 3.1 Map integration process (TL: NAVTEQ)
o

Map integration processes

o

Collection of data

Task 3.2 Intelligent route guidance (TL:PTV)
o

Design and develop intelligent route guidance

o

Reduce environmental effects

o

Increase safety
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-

-

o

Decrease infrastructural costs

o

Map updating

Task 3.3 Driving support (TL: LCPC)
o

Location based driving support

o

Collection + transmission of road, load and journey data to service centre

o

Transmission of relevant status + status changes to driver

Task 3.4 Critical Infrastructure (TL:LCPC)
o

Reduce impact on bridges

o

Support optimal use of critical infrastructure

o

Interfaces to other projects applications

A more detailed description of the single tasks can be found in the description of work.

2.3

Working steps

The work in WP3 is based on the System architecture and use cases as developed within
WP1, on the models and on the information about data availability as identified and described within WP2. Furthermore, close work together with WP4 is necessary as e.g. weighing within routing algorithms has direct implications on the traffic in the network.
The practical work is split up into the specification work in terms of defining which use
cases need and can be considered, how the overall design of the route guidance and driving
support system(s) shall look like, which input needed by different parts of the system(s) and
which output is delivered in the end to the user. The results of the first specification phase
are given within this document D3.1. Based on this first design and specification a more detailed specification needs to be done which defines the layout of the system(s) to be developed. Furthermore, the system(s) then need to be developed and tested. The detailed specification and the final system(s) will be given in D3.2
The main working steps for the development of the route guidance, driver support and bridge
management system are therefore as follows:
-

Final decision about the use cases to be covered.

-

Final decision about one OR several single applications which cover the use cases to
be dealt with.

-

Identification of useful system components and models as basis for the realisation of
the Use cases as identified within WP1 (compare table below).

-

Specification of the adaptations of the system components and models to be used
(software).
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-

Specification of the map integration process needed for the different use cases.

-

Development (of adaptations) of the system components and models.

-

Limited tests of the system components and models in order to know if they are ready
for the integration in WP5.

The integration of all the different functionalities will be done in WP5.

2.4

Use cases in a HR system

One of the basic and overall HeavyRoute objectives is to find the most societal optimized
route which includes, besides fastest and shortest route, the consideration of effects covering
vehicle operating costs, road deterioration costs, environmental intruding costs, safety and
ride quality. In WP 2 effect models have been chosen to cover this. Due to the resources a
limited number of models are considered. In a fully developed HR more models to constitute
a more complete cover of societal cost could be integrated e.g. cost models for tyre and vehicle wear. In WP1 an investigation has been done to find and prioritize complementary requirements on route choices for heavy vehicles.
The table 1 on the following page shows the different use cases as derived from the user
requirements investigation including steps to integrate this into a working concept. The selected use cases were reconsidered in order to do an effective use of resources in the project. Also discussions concerning possible field demonstration of HR motivated reconsideration. Four criteria had to be assessed for each of the use cases in table 1. Within the specification process towards the real shape of the HeavyRoute applications to be implemented
several use cases given in table 1 have been skipped and others have been added to the
original list. The result of this assessment in terms of the complete list of use cases to be
considered within the HeavyRoute applications can be seen in table 2. The basic criteria to
derive the final list of use cases have been:
1.

Innovative character: Is the asked functionality a very new one and not already part of
standard products? Only very new functionalities shall be considered furthermore. Resources shall be focused on these developments and already existing standard functionalities shall only be integrated if efforts are not too high.

2.

Availability of test data: Is it possible to get test data and integrate it into a test environment? Only if reasonable data is available, the application shall be implemented as
otherwise evaluation would be too difficult. This has been determined in WP2. The
models suggested in T2.6 and some additional ones will be included and tested. It is
important to remember that data availability is essential for route guidance using effect
models as in the HR case. To really use possibilities to the limits data has to be gathered from none standard sources. Example of such sources is the pavement condition
data that is collected and stored for other reasons (pavement management) than route
planning. In a future HR the idea is that this is standard and data can be easily shared.
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3.

Specific needs from the users: Only if specific need from the users can be seen the
applications shall be considered (no nice-to-have applications).

4.

Realistic implementation efforts: If single applications occur to be too difficult to be implemented it has been considered if a rather simple application might be possible as an
alternative, if no, the applications have to be skipped. Existing software components
should be used.
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Planning and preparation of a heavy
duty / dangerous goods transport

Preparation of a common map basis
for transport planning issues
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Truck driver provides information
during tour

Dynamic tour planning and event
management

Integration of truck data into the map
base

Dynamic road charge
Avoid HGV oncoming traffic on narrow roads
Monitoring/announcement of HGVs
Vehicle monitoring
Bridge monitoring
Monitoring and minimising road deterioration

Distance matrices calculation

Consideration of ride quality in tour
planning/routing

Fuel saving routing

Cooperative routing

Drivers route request

Dynamic routing as part of standard
routing/navigation
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Road Safety monitoring - Consideration of transport safety aspects

Air quality limits have been exceeded
or close to be exceeded

Air quality limits expected to be exceeded or close to be exceeded

Suspended particulate matter guidelines exceeded

Noise limits exceeded

Critical infrastructure

Pre-trip planning for timber transports

Finding a calm, secure and convenient parking place for the night – ontrip / Reservation/changing the reservation of a parking space on-tour
(See CVIS)

ADAS-truck interaction (informative
control)

Pre-trip tour planning under consideration of HGV related information

Up-dating and integrating periodical
and dynamic data into a routing/navigation system

Driving support

Intelligent route guidance

Map integration process

Complete list of use cases derived from the investigation on user requirements
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Road Safety monitoring - Consideration of transport safety aspects

Information and/or additional routing
advice if unloading of the HGV cannot
by done at the foreseen time (due to
unwillingness or bad planning of the
customer)

Critical infrastructure

Road monitoring - Routing to minimise road deterioration and destruction especially on the lower-road network

Driving support

Truck driver provides information
during tour

Intelligent route guidance
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Lowest abuse of infrastructure
(bridges and roads)

Lowest environmental effects
(emissions and noise)

Lowest total (societal) cost
(Combination of different routing criteria)

Ride quality

-

-

-

-
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Integration of additional truck data as
basis for driver support: speed limit
according to Roll-over risk and blackspot warning

Lowest fuel consumption

Derive allowable routes:

Integration of model outcome of the
HeavyRoute models into the map
base in order to derive recommended
routes:

-

Driver’s/Dispatcher’s route request
according to a specific truck profile

Integration of truck data into the map
base in order to derive allowable
routes (semi standard truck attributes)

Lowest fuel consumption
Lowest abuse of infrastructure
(bridges and roads)
Lowest environmental effects

-

-

-

Consideration of model outcome of
the HeavyRoute models during pretrip route planning:

Derive recommended routes:

Consideration of HGV related information during pre-trip route planning:
Example Standard map data PLUS
preferred truck-network

Intelligent route guidance

Map integration process

Realistic Use cases to be implemented
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Monitoring of HGVs approaching a
bridge

Critical infrastructure
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Compare current speed with recommended speed

Driver’s guidance request (according
to a specific truck profile)

Driving support
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Calculation of the recommended
speed according to Black-spots

Navigate driver according to recommended route chosen
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Inform drivers by use of VMS (extend
gaps between the vehicles, reduce
speed, etc.)

Critical infrastructure
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Inform driver about comfort issues
(safe rest place, turning points etc)

Inform driver to support green driving
(steep up/downhill)

Inform driver about safety risks (wind
gust risk areas, narrow road, bad
shoulders, steep up/downhill and
sharp curve)

Navigate driver according to recommended route chosen

Inform driver about critical
speed/Roll-over risk

Compare current speed with legal
and recommended speed (Rollover/Black-spot)

Calculation of the recommended
speed according to the roll-over risk

Best possible ride quality

-

Driving support

Derive recommended speed based
on safety aspects such as risk for
rollover or enter-ing black spot and
wind gust risk areas

Lowest total (societal) cost
(Combination of different routing criteria)

-

(emissions and noise)

Intelligent route guidance

Table 2: Overview of selected and revised (!) use cases to be implemented

Map integration process

Realistic Use cases to be implemented
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2.5

Single HeavyRoute applications and Use cases covered

The Use cases as described above will not be integrated within one single application. The
reasons are as follows:
The system components (software) to be used are on quite different development levels
(from product level to research platform). This offers different possibilities for the realisation
and demonstration to show different functionalities in an optimal way. But at the same time
this limits the possibilities for integration into one overall system. In order to be able to make
use of the resources and available system components in an optimal way it was decided to
develop different applications. These three main applications are:
-

Pre-trip (static) route planning (and navigation)

-

Navigation and on-trip route guidance

-

o

Pre-trip derived route guidance

o

Dynamic on-trip route guidance

Bridge management

Within each application there are several use cases. Map integration is one single issue to
be considered within each of the applications as different data input is needed. It is therefore
not regarded separately within the following chapters. In the following, an overview of the
three applications and related use cases is given:

Pre-trip (static) route planning and navigation
The aim of this application is to make use of truck specific data during route planning in order
to derive allowable routes. For these routes, additional information like e.g. the fuel consumption or infrastructure cost are provided and the user can choose the route that suits best his
specific needs. Furthermore, the user (driver) is navigated according to the chosen route.
The application includes the following use cases:
-

Integration of truck data into the map base in order to derive allowable routes: The
static map data1 includes e.g. the size of roundabouts, rest places suited for trucks,

1

As a complement pavement condition data can be available. In some cases this data is more relevant because it tells the actual condition of a characteristic.
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height of tunnels, width of road and lanes, weight restrictions, time dependent restrictions for trucks, preferred truck-networks2.
-

Integration of model outcome of the HeavyRoute models into the HR map base in order
to derive recommended routes based on:
o

Lowest fuel consumption

o

Least damage of infrastructure (bridges and roads)

o

Lowest environmental effects (emissions and noise)

o

Lowest total (societal) cost which is one of the main HR objectives and which
in turn is a combination of different routing criteria as described above

o

Best possible ride quality

-

Driver’s/Dispatcher’s route request according to a specific truck profile

-

Derive allowable routes: Consideration of specific HGV related information during pretrip route planning (static map data including preferred truck-network).

-

Derive recommended routes: Consideration of model outcome of the HeavyRoute
models during pre-trip route planning

-

Derive recommended speed based on safety aspects such as risk for rollover or entering black spot and wind gust risk areas3.

-

Navigate driver according to recommended route chosen4.

The HR model outcome is calculated on basis of the SRA data base and integrated into a
NAVTEQ standard map (HR NAVTEQ data base). The enhanced NAVTEQ data base, NAVTEQ’s truck attributes plus additional information about preferred tuck networks are integrated into the PTV map database. The route planning is done within a Map and Guide environment from PTV.

2

These are networks that have been pointed out by the road manager to be used or preferred by
HGVs to avoid e.g. congestions or other unfavourable effects.

3

The implementation of these issues is planned to be done within the Navigation and dynamic on-trip
route guidance application based on NAVTEQ’s ADAS-research platform and is described in more
detail in the related chapters.

4

The implementation of these issues can either be done within PTV’s M&G environment or within
NAVTEQ’s ADAS-research platform. It is therefore described both within the chapters about the Pretrip (static) route planning and navigation application AND the Navigation and dynamic on-trip route
guidance application.
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Navigation and dynamic on-trip route guidance
This application covers two aspects, namely:
-

Pre-trip derived route guidance

-

Dynamic on-trip route guidance

The aim of this application is to guide the driver under consideration of the specific truck profile and the given infrastructure situation on tour (e.g. curves, ramps) following the chosen
route. The current speed is compared with the maximum recommended speed according to
the roll-over risk, the accident risk and the legal speed in order to warn the driver if the speed
is to high. Furthermore, the driver is informed on-tour about important issues like risks, fuel
consumption, etc.
The application includes the following use cases:
-

Calculation of the maximum recommended speed according to the roll-over risk

-

Calculation of the maximum recommended speed according to accident Black-spots

-

Integration of the recommended speed according to Roll-over risk within the map database

-

Integration of the recommended speed according to accident Black-spots within the
map database

-

Driver’s guidance request (according to a specific truck profile)

-

Navigate the driver according to recommended route chosen

-

Compare current speed with legal and recommended speed (Roll-over/Black-spot)

-

Inform driver about (legal) speed limits according to existing map data base

-

Inform driver about critical maximum recommended speed

-

Inform driver about safety risks (wind gust risk areas, narrow road, bad shoulders,
steep up/downhill and sharp curve)

-

Inform driver to support green driving (steep up/downhill)

-

Inform driver about comfort issues (safe rest place, turning points etc)

The recommended speeds (roll-over risk, black spot) are calculated on basis of the SRA data
base and integrated into a NAVTEQ standard map (HR NAVTEQ data base).
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Bridge management
The aim of this application is to avoid bridge overload. This is done by permanent monitoring
the effect on the bridge due to the vehicles approaching a bridge and influencing the vehicles
(e.g. they need to reduce speed or increase the gaps) by use of variable message signs
(VMS) if a critical situation for the bridge is expected.
The application includes the following use cases:
-

Monitoring of HGVs approaching a bridge / on bridges

-

Prognosis of the effect on the bridge

-

Derive HGV management scenario in order to avoid bridge overload

-

Inform drivers by use of VMS (extend gaps between the vehicles, reduce speed, etc.)

The implementation is planned to be done by use of the CASTOR software for calculation of
the bridge effect, by use of the traffic micro simulation software from LCPC and VMS signs.
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3

Specification of the three main applications and the
related map integration

3.1

Pre-trip (static) route planning (and navigation)

The purpose of the pre-trip route planning is to find the best alternative route taking into account additional parameters like effects on the infrastructure, the environment, traffic safety
and driver comfort, and in addition a preference ranking of these parameters.
The pre trip planning includes the first step to derive allowable routes using characteristics
from a unique HGV and considering preferred networks for HGVs. The next step is to calculate outcome from the selected models in order to find the most favourable route in the society’s view. This means that the cost to use the route should be as low as possible. For each
of the models there has been a marginal cost function established. Effects such as comfort
due to unevenness can be calculated either on the selected allowable routes to be used as a
factor if many routes is prioritized equal.
In the following the Pre-trip (static) route planning and navigation application is described in
more detail: First an overview of the application and the workflow to run the application is
given, then the single use cases that are related to the map provision and the application
itself are described in detail.
The Use cases include the provision of the map data needed on which the application is run
(preparatory step):
-

Map data - requirements, sourcing and integration:
Integration of the input data needed for the HeavyRoute models and integration of the
outcome into the map base in order to derive recommended routes

And those use cases that are a direct part of the application:
-

Driver’s/Dispatcher’s route request according to a specific truck profile and
Driver’s/Dispatcher’s mode choice for the calculation of recommended routes

-

Derive allowable routes

-

Derive recommended routes

-

Navigate driver according to recommended route chosen

3.1.1

Overview application and map data used

An overview of the planned application including the map integration process is given in the
following sketch:
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Figure 1: Static route planning and navigation overview including map integration

A general overview of the work flow within the application is given in the following table
Step

Description

Data/information used

Step 1

Driver/Dispatcher chooses truck profile (and inserts
additional trip specific information)

Predefined truck profiles

Step 2

Driver/Dispatcher chooses HR calculation mode
(e.g. Fuel consumption, Infrastructure cost)

Step 3

5 allowable routes are calculated by the routing
engine

Standard truck attributes (NAVTEQ)
including preferred truck networks
(NAVTEQ/Bremen example)

Step 4

For the 5 allowable routes the cost according to the
HR calculation mode are calculated

HR data base to derive recommended
routes (non-standard truck attributes)

Step 5

The 5 allowable routes and the related cost are
displayed
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Step 6

Driver/Dispatcher chooses one route

Step 7

For the chosen solution a way-point-list is transferred to the on-board unit

Step 8

The driver is guided according to the way-point-list

3.1.2

Map data - requirements, sourcing and integration:
Integration of the input data needed for the HeavyRoute models and integration of the outcome into the map base in order to derive recommended routes

This section describes the map data requirements concerning the specific attributes as well
as the data sourcing and map integration aspects for the Pre-trip (static) route planning and
navigation application.
The operation of the pre-trip system will consist of two steps. In the first step it will identify all
possible alternative routes that are both allowable (in view of restrictions for heavy goods
vehicles) and feasible (based on road categories and standard routing parameters like travel
time and distance). To obtain alternatives, not only the shortest and/or fastest routes need to
be identified, but also longer distance and more time-consuming alternatives within a certain
margin of the shortest and fastest alternatives. For this routing standard map data including
specific semi-standard road attributes for routing of heavy goods vehicles will be used.
In the second step the identified alternative routes will be further analysed for the effects on
the infrastructure, the environment, traffic safety and driver comfort. For this the outcomes of
specialised models will be used (non-standard attributes for routing of heavy goods vehicles)
that address these topics.
Semi-standard attributes for routing of heavy goods vehicles
This mainly concerns the attributes as defined the NAVTEQ Transport product specification.
These attributes are in HeavyRoute mainly used for identifying allowed routes in the pre-trip
route determination system. Many of these attributes are reflected in specific traffic signs.
Until April 2008 this product was only available for five European countries, which did not
include Sweden. It was suggested in early 2008 to use results form the SOLVI project (Safe
Operation of Large Vehicles Initiative), a project funded in the Swedish IVSS programme
(Intelligent Vehicle Safety Systems). In this project NAVTEQ has collected additional attributes according to its Transport product specification, while also attributes were exchanged
from the Swedish Road Administration to NAVTEQ. However, only a small part of the
through roads in the proposed HeavyRoute test site are covered by the SOLVI test site
(which included three main routes between Gothenburg and Stockholm); and the data collected by NAVTEQ date back to 2006, and were included in a 2006 Q2 map database, not in
the live database; and they were not maintained afterwards. Another option that was investigated was to use data of the Swedish National Road Database (NVDB), which is managed
by the Swedish Road Administration (SRA), and deploy the SOLVI data transfer mechanism
developed at NAVTEQ, to include these data in the test site map database. In principle SRA
is prepared to provide the data to the HeavyRoute project.
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However, on 7 April 2008, NAVTEQ has made public that the coverage of its Transport
product has been extended to include 15 European countries including Sweden. For Sweden
the product is now available for FC1 and FC2, which covers all suggested roads in the Swedish test site (needs to be checked). The product covers the following types of attributes:
-

physical restrictions such as height, weight, width, length

-

legal restrictions including truck-specific turn restrictions and hazardous material restrictions

-

warning information for hills, curves and lateral winds

-

transport-specific POIs (points of interest)

Non-standard attributes for routing of heavy goods vehicles
Different non-standard attributes for routing of heavy goods vehicles have been identified
that are seen as highly relevant for the decision about routes:
-

Preferred truck-networks

-

Information from models for effects on infrastructure, environment, safety and comfort

Preferred truck-networks
Within the NAVTEQ truck attributes also preferred routes for trucks are given but there coverage is often not quite given. Within some cities (e.g. Bremen and Dresden in Germany)
very detailed preferred tuck-networks exist. These cities start to derive truck preference nets
for transit transports in order
-

To minimise the negative impact on the inhabitants especially in terms of particulate
emissions.

-

To guarantee smooth heavy goods transports (including high quality standards of the
related parts of the infrastructure).

An example is the Truck-net in the city of Bremen (see figure below).
Within an intelligent route guidance system the information as derived from transport planning on a regional level has to be integrated (into the map basis) and considered accordingly
within the route planning in order to guarantee that the goals are met.
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Figure 2: Preferred truck-network city of Bremen (extract)

The information about preferred truck-networks needs to be directly integrated within the
map. In most of the cases different categories of truck routes exist and the respective links in
the map need to be characterised accordingly. In NAVTEQ’s truck attributes per standard
two categories are characterized at the moment: Preferred Route for Trucks, Preferred Route
for Trucks with Hazardous Goods. The integration within the map is highly depended in how
the attributes will be used by the routing algorithm.
Information from models for effects on infrastructure, environment, safety and comfort
To analyse the identified route alternatives for the effects on the infrastructure, the environment, traffic safety and driver comfort, the use of several specialised models is proposed.
Models with marginal cost functions are:
-

Vehicle operating costs (VOC) is in HR represented by fuel consumption calculated
with the ARTEMIS model:
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Figure 3: The ARTEMIS model and inputs

-

Environmental effects are represented by emissions and external noise generation. For
calculating emissions the ARTEMIS model is used and for noise the HARMONOISE
model is used. In-put for ARTEMIS is the same as for calculating fuel consumption and
the input for calculation of noise:
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Figure 4: The HARMONOISE model and inputs

-

Road Deterioration is in this case based on a Swedish model that uses crack and rut
depth development to determine the damage on the road. The input can be seen in the
following figure:

Figure 5: The Road Deterioration model and inputs

-

The route with the combined (all above selected models) lowest cost is considered as
the most effective route in the societies view.

-

As an alternative routing criteria the HATI model, that gives the best possible ride quality, can be used. The necessary inputs can be seen in figure 6.

-

As a demonstration of navigation support to minimize safety risks a rollover warning
system has been developed. This could be defined as a pre-trip derived onboard warning since the maximum recommended speed is calculated pre-trip The input to the tractor-semitrailer (roll-over) model is the same longitudinal profile as used for the HATI
model
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-

. The inputs can be seen in Figure:

Figure 6: The ride quality model HATI and inputs

-

Road and bridge deterioration model: Lowest abuse of infrastructure (bridges and
roads)

All models are described in more detail in the HeavyRoute deliverable D2.4 and D2.5.
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The outcome of the models will be available in so called pre calculated look aside tables. The
tables can be used to look up the cost related to a given characteristics of the specific link
and HGV. The model for ride quality has not been connected with a cost and can only be
used to find the most comfortable route. The outcome of these models is then integrated
within one standard database as complement to a standard map
As these models are quite different and inhomogeneous in their approaches and outcomes, it
has been agreed that the outcomes of the models are translated to an economical cost value
per distance travelled, expressed as a value in EUR/km for each map database link. These
models use both road network related and vehicle related attributes as inputs. The road network related attributes can be expressed and used as map database attributes.

Model inputs and outcomes
The following table provides an overview of the results of work package 2 (Task 2.6) of the
project. All the rows in the table represent attributes. In the upper three sections relevant
attributes, respectively static map database attributes, dynamic map database related parameters, and vehicle attributes are relevant for which of the models, are listed. For each of
these attributes the relevance is identified for each of the models, which are represented in
the columns on the right side. The models are also the key entries of the lower third section
of the table, which connects the required model inputs in the model columns to the expected
model outcomes in the model rows. The model outcomes are pre-calculated and stored as
arrays. The static map database attributes in the upper section are fixed for each map database link. For each model an array of values needs to be calculated for each relevant combination of dynamic network related parameters and vehicle parameters, taking into account
the relevant map database attribute values in the upper part of the table. The total number of
relevant dynamic network related parameters and vehicle parameters determine the dimension of the array. To keep the amount of data manageable, for each of the parameters classifications are used, which comprise value ranges.
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Data sources and operation the of models
In the table, the column "source" indicates for the static network related attributes where the
required input data are available for the Swedish test site. It is apparent that all these data
derive from sources at the Swedish Road Administration, respectively the National Road
Database (NVDB), the Pavement Management System (PMS) and the Bridge and Tunnel
Management system (BaTMan). VTI has direct access to these data sources. In view of
these data sources, and the fact that these data are available in relation to the NVDB, for the
test site all but one of the models will be operated at VTI. This obviously includes the VTI
models (2, 3, 4, 5 and 7), but also the LCPC models (1 and 8). The bridges model will be
operated by Arsenal, based on data provided by VTI from BaTMan, and the results will be
provided back to VTI for linking to the NVDB. All output data will be provided by VTI in relation to NVDB links, i.e. as a look aside table or array for each attribute and for each map database link.
Process for data transfer from SRA to NAVTEQ map database
In a next step the model output data need to be transferred from NVDB links to NAVTEQ
map database (NTDB) links. For this, the process as developed and implemented in the
SOLVI project will be used. In SOLVI, NVDB map attributes were transferred from the NVDB
to the NTDB. As in general map database links in the two map databases will not match,
some processing needs to take place. This process used AGORA-C based location referencing. For each relevant link in the NVDB an AGORA-C type reference is created, which then
is matched to the NTDB geometry. After the match, relevant attributes can be transferred, i.e.
connected to an NTDB link. For point attributes this is rather straightforward, but for linear
attributes that provide a value that is valid for the whole link, interpolation will generally be
needed, if values show variation on consecutive links, and the links of the two map databases do not match, but overlap. The attributes that need to be transferred in the HeavyRoute
project are such linear attributes. It is proposed to use simple proportional interpolation based on length of links, to create the respective values in relation to the NTDB links. A complicating factor is that most of the attributes that need to be transferred are not singular values,
but multi-dimensional arrays. This makes the calculations a bit more complex, but not different from the interpolation for singular values. Each of the values in an array is a singular
value that needs to used as an input value for interpolation with the corresponding values in
the arrays that relate to neighbouring links. The following formula provides a general expression for this interpolation:

n

∑ cl (i) × v(i)
V=
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where cl(i) is the corresponding length of input link i, v(i) the value for link i, and L the length
of the link in the receiving database to which the calculated value V is transferred. Corresponding length means the part of the length that matches the link in the receiving database.
Multi-dimensional arrays
A special issue to be addressed is handling of multi-dimensional arrays. In a simple approach these arrays can be represented in a relational database with one column for each parameter, and an additional column for the values calculated by the model. In the columns of
the parameters the values of the parameter or respective indices are stored in such a way
that only unique combinations are created. If we have m parameters with ni options, the total
number of options Z is:

m

Z = ∏ ni
i =1

The database can be constructed as follows:

- first repeatedly list out parameter 1, up to Z
- then repeatedly list the parameter 2, up to Z, with each element repeated n1 times in each
listing, where n1 is the number of elements of parameter 1

- then repeatedly list the parameter 3, up to Z, with each element repeated n1 × n2 times in
each listing, where n2 is the number of elements of parameter 2

- continue accordingly up to the last parameter m

The database can be accessed by using a multiple index on the columns that represent the
parameters. Then a separate database can be created (by copy) for each road link, or one
large database can be constructed, e.g. for a whole road, by adding additional value columns, and referencing each value column with a link ID.

3.1.3

Driver’s/Dispatcher’s route request according to a specific truck profile
and Driver’s/Dispatcher’s mode choice for the calculation of recommended routes

The driver/dispatcher inserts a route planning request including the following information:
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From/to
Starting date/time
Vehicle profile
Additional vehicle information
HR mode for the calculation of recommended routes

According to Task 2.6 the following vehicle profiles need to be available for choice:

Vehicle profile

Type

Type

Gross weight (tons)

No axles

Nordic European

TT/AT

Semi trailer or articulated truck

50-60

7

Mid European

TT/AT

Semi trailer or articulated truck

34-40

5

Rigid truck

RT

Rigid truck

14-20

?

The following Additional vehicle information needs to be selected by the driver/dispatcher:

EURO class
1
2
3
4

Load
0%= empty
0-99% = 50% partially loaded
100%= full

Noise reduction
Yes
No

The user can choose between the following HR modes for the calculation of recommended
routes:
HR Mode no.

HR mode
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1

Standard

2

Fuel consumption

3

Environmental effects

4

Infrastructure cost

5

Societal cost

6

Ride quality

These six different modes are specified as follows:
1. Standard
Within this HR mode all available semi-standard truck specific information is considered and
no other non-standard information is used. The results of the calculation are the standard
output from map&guide in terms of:
-

Operational cost according to the standard cost attributes as given within map&guide
for the different vehicle types (time and kilometre dependent)

-

Time needed according to the speed as defined within the vehicle profile

-

Kilometres

2. Fuel consumption
The results according to the standard HR mode (1) are given.
For all solutions found a calculation of the fuel consumption as calculated by use of the improved information basis in the HR data base is done.
3. Environmental effects
The results according to the standard HR mode (1) are given.
For all solutions found a calculation of the marginal cost for the emissions and noise as calculated by use of the improved information basis in the HR data base is done.
4. Infrastructure cost
The results according to the standard HR mode (1) are given.
For all solutions found a calculation of the marginal cost for the use of the bridges and road
infrastructure as calculated by use of the improved information basis in the HR data base is
done.
5. Societal cost
The results according to the standard HR mode (1) are given.
For all solutions found a calculation of the marginal cost for the emissions and noise PLUS
for the use of the bridges and road infrastructure as calculated by use of the improved information basis in the HR data base is done.
6. Ride quality
The results according to the standard HR mode (1) are given.
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For all solutions found the HATI values are summed up as calculated by use of the improved
information basis in the HR data base.

3.1.4

Derive allowable routes

The following NAVTEQ standard map data are considered during routing within Map & Guide
2008 in order to find allowable routes: Height, Weight, Weight per Axle, Length, Width, Legal
restrictions, Speed Limit, Warning Signs, Preferred Route and POIs (points of interest). A
complete list is given within ANNEX 1. These truck attributes are at the moment available for
the following countries: Germany, France, UK, Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands.
Based on the NAVTEQ truck attributes the route planning application calculates 5 different
allowable and at the same time optimized (time/km driven) routes by use of the PLUS30%
functionality (the cost for the first solution found are increased by 30%, based on this modified information a new solution is found and the cost are again increased by 30%, and so
on).

3.1.5

Derive recommended routes

For the 5 allowable routes found an after calculation is done by use of the cost/units integrated in the HR data base (delivered by the HR models). The solution is displayed as follows:

Solution 1

Solution 2

Solution 3

Solution 4

Solution 5

Length [Km]
Duration [h]
Cost according to standard calculation (Cstd)
Amounts according to mode X
(e.g fuel, CO2, mean HATI)
Cost according to mode X (CX)
Total Cost (Cstd+ CX)

The system indicates the solution that is the best one according to the mode chosen. The
user (Driver/Dispatcher) can click on this solution or the others in order to display them in the
map. The user chooses one solutions. This solution is transferred to the navigation unit
(OBU) in terms of a node/link list.
If possible, for the 5 solutions an overview of the whole trip is generated where important
additional information is displayed (e.g. important speed limits, dangerous curves, hilly segments). This needs to be discussed within the further specification process.
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3.1.6

Navigate driver according to recommended route chosen

According to the link/node list the M&G navigation unit guides the driver following the
node/link list.
Alternatively the solution might also be transferred to NAVTEQ’s ADAS-research platform.
This needs to be investigated between PTV and NAVTEQ.

3.1.7

Overview system components to be used for the application (software
environment)

Figure 7: Overview system components for static route planning and navigation

MG professional (m&g 2008)

-

User interface for the dispatcher

-

Interface to further modules

-

Desk top solution

MG truck modul

-

Standard truck routing

HR routing engine

-

Routing engine to be modified according to HR needs

Maps / map layers

-

Existing truck data (recently enhanced truck data are
available)

-

Preferred truck network to be integrated

HR database

LP com server
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Database with criteria for after calculation
-

Cost fuel consumption

-

Cost abuse of infrastructure (bridges and roads)

-

Cost environmental effects (emissions and noise)

-

Cost total (societal) cost (Combination of different routing
criteria)

-

Units ride quality

-

Interface between onboard unit and central unit (dis-
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patching tool).
MG Tour assistant

-

User interface for communication with the driver (maybe
not needed)

MG truck navigator

-

Navigation according to the link- and node-list as derived
from central unit (dispatching tool).

OBU

-

Handheld whereon MG Tour assistant and MG truck
navigator are installed

-

GPS device

3.2

Dynamic on-trip route guidance

The aim of this application is to guide the driver following the route chosen, under consideration of the specific truck profile and the given infrastructure situation on tour (e.g. curves,
ramps). The current speed is compared with the recommended speed according to the rollover risk, the accident risk and the legal speed in order to warn the driver if the speed is too
high.
In the following the Dynamic on-trip route guidance application is described in more detail:
First an overview of the application is given, and then the single use cases that are related to
the map provision and the application itself are described in detail.
The Use cases include the provision of the map data needed on which the application is run
(preparatory step):
-

Map data - requirements, sourcing and integration:
Integration of the input data needed for the HeavyRoute models and integration of the
outcome into the map base in order to derive recommended speeds

And those use cases that are a direct part of the application:
-

Driver’s guidance request (according to a specific truck profile)

-

Compare current speed with legal and recommended speed (Roll-over/Black-spot/legal
speed)

-

Inform driver in case of critical speed

-

Inform driver about safety risks (wind gust risk areas, narrow road, bad shoulders,
steep up/downhill and sharp curve)

-

Inform driver to support green driving (steep up/downhill)

-

Inform driver about comfort issues (safe rest place, turning points etc).

3.2.1

Overview application and map data used

An overview of the planned application is given in the following sketch:
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Figure 8: Dynamic on-trip route guidance overview

3.2.2

Map data - requirements, sourcing and integration:
Integration of the input data needed for the HeavyRoute models and integration of the outcome into the map base in order to derive recommended
speeds

The map data integration follows the same principles as described within the map integration
process for the integration of “Non-standard attributes for routing of heavy goods vehicles”
within the Pre-trip (static) route planning (and navigation) application. I.e. the model outcome
needs to be integrated within NAVTEQ’s standard map database. In this case the model outcome from the roll-over warning model and the black-spot warning model in terms of recommended speeds needs to be integrated.
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Models for calculation of recommended speed
Before the trip, the rollover study is done in order to calculate the recommended speed along
the specified route. This speed is then compared to the actual speed measured by GPS (or
other sensor installed in the vehicle). If the actual speed is greater than the recommended
one, the rollover risk can exist. An alarm can be sent to the driver in order to reduce his
speed and avoid the rollover.
The principle of this methodology is shown on the following figure, a more detailed description of the model is given in the ANNEX 2:

No Action
NO

Off line study
along the route

Recommended speed
(Rsp)

Asp>Rsp

Actual measured speed
(Asp)

YES
Rollover risk

ALARM

Speed reducing

Figure 9: Off line study roll-over risk

With regard to the black-spot warning, five situations with a high risk of accidents can be
identified:
-

Curves with a small radius of curvature and a low skid resistance on primary roads,

-

Curves with a large radius of curvature and a low skid resistance lying on secondary
roads and rural highways,

-

Large curves in descent,

-

Roundabouts,

-

Ramps.

Thus, the HeavyRoute system will be able to detect ”black spots” and will give two types of
information to the driver. For dangerous area like ramps, the system will give restrictions to
limit risks of accidents. For other areas where the risk is directly related to the speed of
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heavy vehicles, a safety limit will be proposed. This maximum speed will be obtained by numerical simulations depending on the infrastructure characteristics. A more detailed description of the model is given in the ANNEX 3.

3.2.3

Driver’s guidance request (according to a specific vehicle profile)

Driver indicates his specific truck profile, according to his profile the running trip is observed
and in case of a risk, the driver is informed.
Vehicle profiles to be used:
Vehicle profile

Type

Gross weight
(tons)

No axles

EURO class

Nordic European

TT/AT

50-60

7

?

Mid European

TT/AT

34-40

5

?

Rigid truck

RT

14-20

?

?

3.2.4

Load (0 100%)

Navigate the driver according to recommended route chosen

The driver is navigated according to the recommended route chosen.

3.2.5

Compare current speed with recommended speed

The current speed is permanently measured and compared to the “leading” speed. The
“leading” speed is calculated following the information about the legal speed limit, the recommended speed according to the roll-over risk and the recommended speed according to
the black-spot risk.

3.2.6

Inform driver about speed limits according to existing map data base

On demand, the user shall also be informed about relevant speeds limits on his route chosen
before the trip starts. For the whole route, relevant speed limits that are different from the
overall legal speed limit (e.g. for motorways) are given within a list.

3.2.7

Inform driver about safety risks

Potential safety risk can be wind gust risk areas, narrow road, bad shoulders, steep
up/downhill and sharp curve. The driver is informed if such a risk occurs.
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3.2.8

Inform driver to support green driving (steep up/downhill)

To be specified.

3.2.9

Inform driver about comfort issues (safe rest place, turning points, etc)

The driver is informed about comfort issues like safe rest places, turning points, etc.
as far as this information is available within the map.

3.2.10 Overview system components to be used
An overview of the roll-over warning system as result from WP1 is given below
GPS mouse

To derive current position and speed

NAVTEQ map

-

Legal speed limits

-

Critical sections as part of the standard map (e.g. warning signs)

HR database

ADAS-research platform

3.3

Database with criteria for speed comparison
-

Speed according to roll-over risk

-

Speed according to black-spot risk

-

User interface

Bridge management

The aim of this application is to avoid bridge overload. This is done by permanent monitoring
the effect on the bridge due to the vehicles approaching a bridge and influencing the vehicles
(e.g. they need to reduce speed or increase the gaps) by use of variable message signs
(VMS) if a critical situation for the bridge is expected.

3.3.1

Overview application and data used

An overview of the planned application is given in the following sketch
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Figure 10: Overview bridge management application

3.3.2

Monitoring of HGVs approaching a bridge

Different information about the vehicles approaching a bridge is collected from the following
sources:
-

WIM-stations

-

Etc.

Each vehicle is characterized by (most important parameters):
-

The number of axles

-

The point of time of vehicle passage

-

The actual speed

-

The vehicle length
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-

The weight of each axle and the total weight of the vehicle

-

The gaps between vehicles

-

The distance between the axles

3.3.3

Prognosis of the effect on the bridge

The information about the vehicles approaching/on a bridge is integrated into the CASTOR
model and a prognosis of the effect on the bridge is calculated.

3.3.4

Derive HGV management scenario in order to avoid bridge overload

If a potential bridge overload is detected, the right bridge management scenario needs to be
chosen and the potential to solve the problem estimated. The following scenarios are possible:
-

Speed reduction

-

Bigger gaps

-

Etc.

3.3.5

Inform drivers by use of VMS (extend gaps between the vehicles, reduce speed, etc.)

If the management scenario is efficient, the related information needs to be transferred to the
drivers. This is done by use of VMS (variable message signs).

3.3.6

Overview system components to be used

WIM-stations

For collection of information about the vehicles and traffic

CASTOR software / POLLUX software

For calculation of the effects of the vehicle entering/on the
bridge

Micro simulation software

For the generation of traffic configurations

VMS

Variable message sign to inform the drivers about actions to be
taken
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4

Conclusions and next steps

Within the work on the system specification it turned out that there is a rather big gap between the possibilities that are theoretically opened by the information that can be derived from
academic models and their actual use within applications that are designed for end users.
This report provides the first design and specification of three HeavyRoute applications that
try to make use of very new truck related data and to integrate and consider this data within
existing software environments.
The findings of the first specification phase are already a big step towards the realisation of
the applications as dependencies and work flows are getting more concrete than in the work
done in WP 1. The principal functionalities of the applications are defined and the results are
therefore a good basis for further discussions between the project partners who are delivering different parts of the applications (models and their outcome, algorithms, software environments, etc.). For several applications different possibilities exist, how information is used
and especially in which way information is delivered to the user. The next steps are therefore
to further detail the descriptions as given within this report, to decide about the final layout of
the three applications and how the users will run the applications.
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ANNEX

ANNEX 1: NAVTEQ Truck attributes within map&guide 2008
Overview of the NAVTEQ truck attributes that are integrated into the map&guide 2008 version to be used for the HeavyRoute routing. They are based on the NT Specification 2.3. The
data basis is Q3/2007.

Main Type

Sub Type

Routing

Symbol

10 - Height

1 - Bridge
2 - Tunnel
4 - Arch Bridge
5 - Arch Tunnel
7 - Other

Yes

Ja

20 - Weight

1 - Bridge
2 - Tunnel
6 - Road

Yes

Ja

21 - Weight per Axle

1 - Bridge
2 - Tunnel
6 - Road

Yes

Ja

30 - Length

1 - Bridge
2 - Tunnel
6 - Road

Yes

Ja

40 - Width

1 - Bridge
2 - Tunnel
6 - Road

Yes

Ja

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No

No

50 - Legal

51, 52, 53 - Legal_RDM_
No Left/Right/U-turn

21 - All trucks forbidden
22 - All trailers forbidden
23 - All trucks with hazardous goods forbidden
24 - All trucks with explosive and flammable goods forbidden
25 - All trucks with natural goods that can be harmful for the water
forbidden
26 - All trucks forbidden except residents and deliveries
27 - All trucks forbidden except residents
28 - All trucks forbidden except deliveries
29 - All trucks forbidden except public

21 - All trucks forbidden
22 - All trailers forbidden
23 - All trucks with hazardous goods forbidden
24 - All trucks with explosive and flammable goods forbidden
25 - All trucks with natural goods that can be harmful for the water
forbidden
26 - All trucks forbidden except residents and deliveries
27 - All trucks forbidden except residents
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28 - All trucks forbidden except deliveries
29 - All trucks forbidden except public

54 - Speed Limit

21 - All trucks forbidden

No

No

60 - Warning Signs

51 - Steep Hill Downwards
52 - Steep Hill Upwards
53 - Risk of Grounding
54 - Sharp Curve(s)
55 - Lateral Wind
56 - Tree Overhang

In POILayer
p_seu.poi
(Signes)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

70 - Preferred Route

61 - Preferred Route for Trucks
64 - Preferred Route for Trucks with Hazardous Goods

Yes
Yes

No
No

80 - POI

71 - Truck Stops
72 - Petrol Station
73 - Restaurant

Not included
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ANNEX 2: Description of models used for calculation of Roll-over
risk
Off-line study principle
The rollover risk is studied off-line and the recommended speed is calculated. For this aim, a
heavy vehicle model with 5 degrees of freedom is developed. It's composed of two principal
bodies: the body C11 which is the unsprung part of the vehicle (unsprung mass, four wheels
and front axles), and the body C22 which represents the sprung mass.
It has the following form:

M ( q )q + C ( q, q& ) q& + K ( q ) = Fg
where q is the coordinates vector: q = [q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 ,φ ]

q1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 are the suspension deflection of the tractor and φ is the roll angle.

In the state form, we rewrite this equation as:

where the state vector ξ = (ξ1,ξ2)Τ and ψ = θ is the measured outputs vector of the system.
To be able to estimate the states, the vertical forces and then the recommended speed, the
following observer is developed and the convergence is proved.

where

v0 , v1 and v2 are respectively the estimate of x1 , x2 and x& 2 .

The rollover risk is calculated using the LTR (Load Transfer Ratio) which is dependent on the
vertical force on each wheel and calculated as follows:
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LTR = R =

Fn1 − Fn 2
Fn1 + Fn 2

When Fnr = 0 ( Fn1 = 0) the right (left) wheels lift off the road and the rollover coefficient
takes on the value R = −1 (R = 1). For straight driving on a horizontal road for the tire vertical
forces, it holds that Fnr = Fn1 which means that R = 0.

The following program developed using Matlab-Software, illustrates this off-line study to calculate the recommended speed.

As we can show, this Rollover risk prediction system needs some inputs:
-

The infrastructure data: radius of curvature, longitudinal and lateral slop, road profile
must be measured along the route before this study.

-

Bus CAN measure: The values given by the CAN Bus should be saved in data files:
Steer angles, vehicle speed, wheels speeds, lateral and longitudinal acceleration and
engine torque.
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For each new route, this procedure should be done in order to save the dynamics of the
heavy vehicle rolling on this route.
Using these different inputs, the predictive system delivers the following outputs:
-

The recommended speed

-

The centre height of gravity

-

The impact forces

-

The Load Transfer Ratio (LTR) which is the rollover risk indicator

If it’s necessary for the driver support, this system can deliver other outputs, like the unmeasured heavy vehicle dynamics (positions, speeds and accelerations) which can be estimated.
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ANNEX 3: Description of models used for calculation of bridge
overload
The bridge management concerns two chapters, the first one corresponds to the simulations
and the theoretical calculus, in order to obtain the critical parameters: gap- weight (task 2.5)
and the second one corresponds to the use of these critical parameters in the management
of the traffic: use of WIM system in order to estimate the gap, computer in order to compare
the critical gap (obtained by simulation) to the measured gap (WIM) and finally signaling system (Variable Message Signs) in order to send messages to the driver (e.g. increase the
gap)-see following figure).

Di ≥ Dcritic

The simulation chapter is based on the combination of:
-

The micro simulation software for the generation of traffic configurations (Software developed in L.C.P.C): this step corresponds to the creation of several different traffic files
(configurations) by the use of one measured traffic file (e.g. WIM data), these configurations are obtained by the introduction of random perturbations relatively to two parameters: the gap and the weight of each vehicles. The input of this software are the
measured traffic data (SAFT format- the traffic is assimilated to sequence of vehicles
which are characterized by their speed, weight, length, number of axles…). The output
correspond to several traffic files (identical format with the input file), which are the result of the random perturbation of the gap-weight (the critical parameters of the damage study in the case of static approach).

-

The evaluation of the damage (fatigue- load effect) under the action of the perturbed
traffics by the use of the software POLLUX-LCPC (which is the latest version of CASTOR-LCPC) which allows the determination of the degree of damage by fatigue or load
effects. This software uses the Miner law and the rain flow algorithm for the evaluation
of the fatigue and includes also the extrapolation methods. The principles inputs are
the influence lines (of the specific details) of the bridge (in order to calculate the effects:
bending moment…) and the traffic data (result of the simulations).
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Input: data of a measured
Traffic (real traffic)

Traffic part: micro
simulation of traffic
configurations

Traffic simulation
Use of the measured traffic to
simulate a set of traffic
configurations
Bridges’
characteristics

Bridge part:
POLLUX-LCPC software

Load effects/ fatigue:
Influence lines
Miner law

TEST:
> capacity

Determination of the critical
configurations ‘which lead to
the fatigue of load effects damage
(gap-weight)

Real traffic:
Regulation by the action on
the gap (via speed) and the
weight

Use of signalling system

Thus, the input files must specify (most important data):
1/ For the traffic:
the total number of the vehicles as the composition of the traffic (percentage of the trucks..)
for each vehicle:
-

The number of axles

-

The date of vehicle passage

-

The immediate speed

-

The vehicle length
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-

The weight of each axle and the total weight of the vehicle

-

The gaps

-

The distance between the axles

2/ For the bridge:
-

The kind of the bridge (steel, reinforced concrete, composite…)

-

The number of lanes

-

The span

-

The influence line of the details (sensitive point)

POLLUX
Pollux software that we use to simulate fatigue and load effects, allows the calculation of
traffic actions on the road infrastructures for their dimensioning, of their service evaluation, or
for the calibration of the load rules. With an interactive interface, it allows indeed, to calculate
the effects induced by traffics starting from real or simulated recordings, and to have histograms (values, goings beyond of levels, minima and maximum, rainflow) useful for the estimate of the extreme effects and fatigue cycles undergone in reduced computing times.
Fatigue phenomenon relates to a large variety of materials, even the concrete in compression, to a certain extent. But in real industrial constructions, fatigue affects mainly the coins
or assembly of metal coins, the reinforced concrete reinforcements, the cables of
prestressed, when these elements are subjected to cyclic stress variations or deformations.
Fatigue of the concrete is not approached, considering it does not have known pathology of
this type.
We show below some illustrations of damaged bridges by fatigue:
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Bridge cracking and fatigue of prestressing cables examples

Sergeant Aubrey Cosens Memorial bridge above the Montreal river in Latchford

We will study also the damage state of post-tensioned concrete bridges, known by the acronyme VIPP (bridges with simply supported span using prestressed concrete beams) evaluating the real capacity of these Bridges establishing traffic management strategies to limit or
delay the damage.
The figure below recapitulates the various stages:
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